2013
“A Cellar Full of Surprises”
With the mission of picking the very best for the Kelly’s Wine List, there is only one alternative: meeting the
producers! Direct contact with each producer is very enriching, since the wines tend to reflect the personality
of those who produce them, in an interesting synergy between terroir, the micro climate and the land area
where the grapes are planted, and the human intervention represented by the wine producer. I have meet with
most of the Wine producers in the 2013 collection and believe me there is no shortage of personality and
passion!
In recent years there has been a huge movement towards organic and Biodynamic wines, considered by the
skeptics as a mere marketing device! The core value of biodynamic farming involves working with nature,
using only natural products and encouraging diversity with insects, animals, crops and soils, where the daily
activities of planting, pruning, bottling or harvesting the crop are planned using the lunar calendar. In the
initial years I was cynical of these tree-hugging wine makers until I realized we had a growing number of
biodynamic and organic producers on our list (Marked with ), none who advertise the fact on the label!
These are among the top growers in the world, passionate people who make wonderful wines that express their
terroir all in harmony with nature.
Most of our wines are directly imported* from France especially from Bordeaux, Burgundy,
Rhone,Alsaceand Languedoc – Roussillon, with the intention on offering both quality & value. All the
producers are visited and each wine carefully tasted with the help of my Brother-in-Law, Vincent Avril, wine
grower in Chateauneuf-du-Pape.
The half bottle, dessert wines&large bottle selection is at the back of our list. We have also imported a
selection of excellent Italian Estate & South African Wines, all of which are well worth trying.
Wines are chosen to deliver a good blend of quality,at excellent prices. Spending is no guarantee
of quality, careful tasting however is!
Go n’olfaidh tu do shath.

Directly imported by Kelly’s Resort Hotel
Organic and bio-dynamic wines

Bill’s Special
Recommendations
Domaine Jacqueson
Rully, Burgundy
Founded by Henri Jacqueson in 1947, succeeded by his son Paul in 1972 and now joined by Paul's daughter Marie, this
Domaine has long been recognised as one of the very finest in the Cote Chalonnaise and its wines adorn the lists of many of
the finest restaurants such as Taillevent, Tour d’Argent and many other top 3 star Restaurants in France
The secret here is a very traditional approach to winemaking. There is nodestemming, a long cuvasion and ageing of the red
wines in oak barrels, as are the white wines oak aged.
The reds from pinot noir burst with rich berry like fruit and have great finesse, could
easily be mistakenfor a top Beaune 1er Cru. They have 12 hectares of wonderfully
sited vines, many of which are very old, and prune hard to reduce yields to around
35 hl/ha. They only work the vineyards manually, with very minimal vine treatments.
They are one of only two producers in the village to hand-pick everything. Extremely
proficient winemaking and judicious use of new oak (20% for whites and 25% for reds),
All this makes for beautifully crafted, ripe, intense, sensual wines which have the class to
belie their origins.
"All Time Top 10 Burgundy Domaines" Clive Coates MW
er

WHITE

*72
*121

Rully ‘La Pucelle’ 1 Cru
Rully ‘Gresigny’ 1er Cru

2010
2010

€31.00
€34.00

RED

*120
*26

Rully ‘Les Cloux’ 1er Cru
er
Mercurey ‘Les Naugues’ 1 Cru

2010
2010

€34.00
€38.00

ALAIN GRAS
St. Romain, Burgundy
Alain Gras lives in Saint-Romain-le-Haut on top of a mountain overlooking the vineyards of the Cote de Beaune.
Alain is an energetic, smiling man who is always very generous with his time and his wines. He made his first wine in
1982 and his star has risen continuously since then.
It takes skill to make a Saint-Romain. The high altitude means lower temperatures, which can result in a thinner,
more acidic wine in the hands of a less skillful grower, but Alain Gras knows what he is doing. His Saint-Romain
blanc (100% Chardonnay) is full-flavored and spectacularly well balanced, the wine has great minerality and notes of
lemon and melon and honey. His reds have a beautiful fresh pinot noir cherry fruit aromas and succulent finish.
Most of his wines go to the Top restaurants in France. Believe me, these top chefs can have
any wine they want ontheir menus. That they choose Alain Gras' wine says to me that a chilled
Alain Gras Saint-Romain in your glass at theend of the day is a way to feel extravagant
without having to be extravagant. I like that.

WHITE

*58

St. Romain

2009

€32.00

RED

*110

St. Romain

2010

€33.00

KELLY’S SPECIAL SELECTION
Kelly’s selection Red, White and Rose are wines from the Rhone Valley, Loire and Burgundy. The Rhone wines and were specially
labelled and bottled for Kelly’s. The label was commissioned and painted by artist William Crozier.

WHITE
Bin

Vintage

*1

COTES-DU-RHONE

Price €

2011

24.00

2007

26.00

N.V.

25.00

N.V.

25.00

2009

27.00

2009

26.00

2011

24.00

“Caves de Chusclan”
A dry fruity wine, excellent with white meat and fish.

*41

BOURGOGNE “Chardonnay
Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine
A flattering Chardonnay from the Cotes-de-Beaune.
Floral aromas with clean fresh flavours and oak finish.

*11

PETIT VIN D’AVRIL - Marsanne
Paul Avril
A beautiful full Marsanne wine from the outskirts of the Chateauneuf-du-Pape , with
young fruit aromasand balanced acidity, from the 2010 vintage.

RED
*7

PETIT VIN D’AVRIL
Paul Avril
A well balanced, full-bodied red wine produced by the Avril family,
from the areasurrounding Chateauneuf-du-Pape. A blend of the
lastfourvintages of their house wine. V.D.T.

*115

BOURGOGNE Chateau Germain “Vieille Vignes”
Domaine Germain
This show cases the skill of this great wine maker Benoit, who unfortunately
passed away in 2011. The vines are located in the north of the
Cote de Beaune, a super entry level pinot noir with great fruit and structure.

*217

BOURGUEIL “Cuvee de Tuffes”

(Cabernet Franc)

Lydie & Max Cognard
The name Tuffe refers to the limestone plateau onwhich these vines grow.
This is a floral, rich Cabernet franc wine, instantly charmingbottle,
with black cherry flavours and an enticing supple texture.

ROSE
*8

COTES-DU-RHONE ROSE
“Caves de Chusclan”
A very attractive candy-pink colour with a delicate pleasing nose.
An excellent light lunch wine.

Special selections of wines in Half Bottles & Large Bottles are listed at the back of our Wine List.
Inclusive of excise duty & VAT, 10% service charge is added to all accounts in lieu of Gratuities.
*Specially imported by Kelly’s Resort Hotel.

SPARKLING
Bin

*20

Vintage

CREMANT DE BOURGOGNE

Price €

N.V.

36.00

N.V.

38.00

“Blanc de Blancs” (Brut)
An excellent “Cremant”, winner of Bronze medal in Concours
General de Paris.

*21

CREMANT DE BOURGOGNE Rose (Brut)
Andre Delorme
Less dry than the “Blanc de Blanc”. AwardedSilver medal in
Concours General de Paris.

CHAMPAGNE
”No celebration can be complete without those salvoes of corks, those spurts of froth, those luminous bubbles in the glass and that
intoxicating smell of spring time which marks the libations of the King of the Wine”

*30

CHAMPAGNE Lancelot-Wanner

N.V.

62.00

An outstanding small family run Champagne House. Champagne produced
from Chardonnay with wonderful balance between fruit and acidity,
especially imported by Kelly’s this year.

272

GOSSET - Brut Excellence

N.V.

67.00

N.V.

78.00

2004

88.00

2000

186.00

The oldest Wine House in Champagne, rated among the top eight
Champagne Housesby Robert Parker.

273

GOSSET - Brut Grande Reserve
A fresh, delicate and fruity champagne with balance,elegance and
intensity, making it the perfect celebratory aperitif.

274

GOSSET - Brut Grand Millesime
A magnificent vintage Champagne, richly flavoured,complex and mature
with a delicious toasty,biscuit character.

275

DOM PERIGNON
Without doubt the most renowned ofall champagnes, immense
complexity and refinement.

WHITE BURGUNDY
White Burgundy is rated as the finest dry white wine grown anywhere in the world.

CHABIS
Bin

*31

CHABLIS

Vintage

Price €

2010

36.00

2010

39.00

2007

65.00

2009

27.00

2010

30.00

2009

32.00

2008

34.00

2009

36.00

2008

36.00

2008

45.00

Louis Michel et Fils
A very renowned wine grower in Chablis. His Chablis is dry, well
rounded, with expressive aromas, no oak is used to keep fruit & freshness.

*33

CHABLIS “Montee de Tonnerre”

1er Cru

Louis Michel et Fils
Differs from the Chablis Village by its more complex and persistent
flavour and bouquet. Much rounder than the recent vintages.

*34

CHABLIS “Grenouilles”

Grand Cru

Louis Michel et Fils
An excellent Grand Cru, rich and fatwith great concentration,
Elegance and length.

COTE DE BEAUNE/COTE DE NUITS
*29

BOURGOGNE ALIGOTE
Pierre Morey
A wine from old vines in the Meursault commune, not very
typical of an Aligote. More powerful with a balanced acidity.

*13

BOURGOGNE ‘Condemaine’
Comte Armand
Produced organically by the young and renowned Benjamin Leroux. A lovely
fresh chardonnay with very little oak.

*19

BOURGOGNE “Chardonnay”
Domaine Ramonet
A medium bodied wine that possesses a fine acidity, nose of citrus.
Elegant with good balance, from one of Burgundies top producers.

*42

BOURGOGNE “Chardonnay”
Pierre Morey
An excellent rich smooth wine with honeyand oak aromas from the Meursault
area. Pierre and Anne Produce this wine organically.

*14

COTE DE BEAUNE “Les Pierres Blanches”
Domaine de la Vougeraie
A fantastic new Domaine where all the vines are produced organically. Wonderful
balance and fruit, lightly oaked flavour. Outstanding value for such quality and work.

*17

MARSANNAY “La Montagne”
Olivier Guyot
Olivier works totally organically, withenormous attention to detail. This wonderful
Marsannayhas a perfect balance. Full bodied wine with buttery flavours.

*16

BEAUNE
Domaine de la Vougeraie
A rich and intense bouquet with a touch of apricot. Roundedness
and generosity dominating the mouth.Lightly oaked.







*63


*45

VOUGEOT ‘Le Clos Blanc’

1er Cru

2007

85.00

2008

39.00

Grand Cru

2007

84.00

1er Cru

2010

39.00

2009

54.00

2009

59.00

2006

65.00

2008

82.00

Grand Cru

2006

145.00

Grand Cru

2007

440.00

2008

68.00

Domaine de la Vougeraie
A wonderful fresh and mineral wine with the richness of a great Meursault,
only 2 hectares for the world! Vinifiedorganically by an excellent young wine
grower Pierre Vincent. Deserves to be classed as a Grand Cru, outstanding!

PERNAND-VERGELESSES “Clos Berthet”

1er Cru

Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine
The Dubreuil Family have a monopoly on this drybalanced and aromatic
wine. Situated opposite thefamous Corton Charlemagne. Drinking well now.

*44

CORTON-CHARLEMAGNE
Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine
One of the most famous white wines in the world, charged with flavour,
yet very refined. Rated in the Wine Spectator as one of the world’s top
white wines: 93 points.

*60

ST. AUBIN “Charmois”

Domaine Ramonet
The “Charmois” vineyard is situated on the boarder ofChassagne-Montrachet
giving lots of finesse to this excellent wine.Typical ripe fruit and vanilla oak flavors.

*51

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET
Domaine Ramonet
A much sought-after wine. Palate full and rich with lemonundertones,
powerful with good acidity. This family producessome of the world’s greatest
bottles of Chardonnay.

*37

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET “Les Ensigneures”
Domaine Ramonet
A wonderful wine from one of Burgundy’s top wine producers,
lovely fresh fruit and mint flavours on the palate.

*53

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET
Louis Carillon et Fils
Three generations of the renowned Carillon Familywork together on this very
distinctive powerful wine,more delicate than Meursault.

*39

PULIGNY-MONTRACHET “Les Champ Canet”

1er Cru

Louis Carillon et Fils
Jacques who produced this excellent wine,was recently nominated young
wine grower of Burgundy.The’Champs Canets’ is the most elegant and seductive,
also the most approachable when quite young for Puligny 1er Cru.

*56

BIENVENUES-BATARD-MONTRACHET
Louis Carillon
This is the smallest vineyard of the Grand Cru’s. A brilliant wine
with compelling richness and honeyed complexity.

*57

LE MONTRACHET

Domaine Ramonet
Undoubtedly, the world’s greatest white wine. An incredible blend of spice,
smoke, honey & ripeness. One feels one is tasting the essences of precious
minerals.Still too young to appreciate its full potential.

*48

MEURSAULT “Les Tessons”
Pierre Morey
Pierre Morey was also wine maker for the renowned Domaine Leflaive.
This is an outstanding powerful Meursault with length and depth.



*55

MEURSAULT “Charmes”

1er Cru

2008

78.00

2009

38.00

2009

34.00

2010

38.00

2009

29.00

2010

30.00

2010

32.00

2010

34.00

2009

36.00

2007

35.00

2004

39.00

MoreyBlanc
As described by Robert Parker, this wine emphasises power, muscle,
great depth and concentration, typical of this excellent wine maker.
Drinking very well now!


*43

AUXEY DURESSES
Benjamin Le Roux
A rich and luscious wine from one of the finest vineyard in Auxey-Duresses
located just beside Meursault. Beautifully balanced with elegance and length.

*58

ST. ROMAIN

Alain Gras
Situated near Meursault but at a higher altitude, this excellent St. Romain
has a lovely fruit & minerality,beautifully balanced. Alain is one of
St. Romain’s most renowned producers.

COTE CHALONNAISE ET MACONNAISE
*81

POUILLY-FUISSE “Les Crays”
Eric Forest
This young man is going to be the star of Pouilly Fuisse. A clean wine full of pure
Chardonnay fruit, backed up with subtle, almost imperceptible, vanilla oak &
typical nutty flavours.

*104

SAINT VERAN ‘La Paradis’
Eric Forest
Planted in clay soil located on the high part of the Davaye village. At
one meter deep, the roots penetrate the Jurassic limestone bench, bring a superb
minerality to this ample & powerful wine.

*105

MACON VERGISSON “Sur La Roche”

Eric Forest
Situated just beside Pouilly Fuisse, giving a similar style with easier drinking style.
Lovely fresh and balanced wine.

*75

MONTAGNY “Chateau de la Saule”

1er Cru

Alain Roy
A family wine since 1805 this is a special Cuvee from Alain with
no new oak used. Light and fragrant with good acidity & superb freshness,
citrus fruit and apricot on the nose.

*121

RULLY “Gresigny”

1er Cru

Paul Jacqueson
An outstanding grower in Rully, producing dry whites to compare
with the best in the Cotes de Beaune. Lovely fruit and balanced acidity
from 50 year old vines.

*22

GIVRY “Clos des Vignes”

Francois Lumpp
A wine I had to buy when I tasted it, beautifully refined and elegant
style from Chardonnay grape.

*77

MACON “Gillet Quintaine” (Vire)
Jean Thevenet
Recognised as one of the finest wines of the Macon region. Very stylish,
medium dry winewith great concentration of flavour. Nominated wine grower
of the year in Macon in 2011.

*80

MACON “Bongran Quintaine” (Clesse)
Jean Thevenet
Famous for fine wines for 300 years. This vineyard produces only small quantities of
this remarkably elegant, aromatic and golden wine. Grapes picked at optimum ripeness.

RED BURGUNDY
Burgundy is synonymous with French Wine at its greatest. The great red Burgundies in great vintages are famous for their big-bodied
richness and elegance. The rest of Burgundy make smooth, savoury, balanced and beguiling wines like nowhere else on earth.

COTE DE BEAUNE
*103

BOURGOGNE “Chapelle Notre Dame”

2009

29.00

2009

32.00

2009

35.00

2010

33.00

2009

38.00

Dubreuil Fontaine
From a long-established family estate. This “Pinot Noir” is fresh with
red fruit and soft on the palate. Vines are situated beside Savigny.

*114

CHATEAU CHOREY-LES-BEAUNE
Domaine Germain
The vines for this Chorey have an average age of 40 years.The wine is very
expressive with black cherry and spicy aromas with great concentration.


*62

COTE DE BEAUNE “Les Pierre Blanches”
Domaine de la Vougeraie
Bigger structure than the “Bourgogne’s”. The organic wine is packed with red
berry fruit with pure finish on the palate, oak aged.

*110

ST. ROMAIN
Alain Gras
A lovely medium-bodied wine with a fruity elegance and freshness.Alain is
one of St. Romain’s most renowned producers. He wasnominated “2004 Wine
Grower of the Year” by the Sommeliers Guide.

*134

SAVIGNY-LES-BEAUNE
Benjamin LeRoux
From a variety of village vineyards and some premier cru vines. This is a
pretty, stylish, suave, balanced and long wine with a strawberry fruit succulence.
A delicious Red Burgundy.


*112 CHATEAU DE MONTHELIE

2009

38.00

Eric de Suremain
A long vinification and new oak casks have given this organic wine a
deep purple colour, strawberry aromas and a great deal of finesse.

*106

CHASSAGNE-MONTRACHET

2009

44.00

1er Cru

2009

39.00

1er Cru

2009

70.00

1995

88.00

2006

86.00

Domaine Ramonet
The Ramonet family produce a very small quantity of this elegant and refined
wine. Medium bodied with a pronounced cherry fruitiness.

*79

BEAUNE “Montrevenots”
Domaine Dubreuil-Fontaine
This wine is a modern style Pinot Noir with lots of ripeness giving black
cherry and plum flavours.

*136

VOLNAY ‘Clos de la Cave des Ducs’

Benjamin LeRoux
This wine from Leroux has been blended with delicacy from various Volnay
vineyards. While the fruit at the front of the palate is elegant and stylish, it
is followed by just the right amount of structure to provide balance.

*23

BEAUNE “Les Teurons”

1er Cru

Domaine Germain
A complex nose of black cherry, orange zest, black truffle,toasted walnuts
and subtle flowers. This is a wine of finesse and understatement yet there
is also power and focus here.


*109 POMMARD “Clos des Epeneaux”

1er Cru

Comte Armand
The very top domaine in Pommard, should be given Grand Cru status soon.
Full rich, big and oaky. Made organically by an excellentyoungwine grower,
Benjamin Le Roux.

*107

CORTON-BRESSANDES

Grand Cru

2006

79.00

1er Cru

2010

34.00

1er Cru

2010

38.00

P. Dubreuil-Fontaine
A superb wine, with length and all the finesse of a Grand Cru.
Deliciously subtle and elegant, drinking very well now!

COTE CHALONNAISE ET MACONNAISE
*120

RULLY “Les Cloux”
Pierre Jacqueson
A traditional wine maker with grapes still trodden down by human feet.
Full flavoured and well balanced wine witha lovely dark berry fruit.

*26

MERCUREY “Les Naugues”

Domaine Jacqueson
A wonderful fresh and fruity pinot noir from young vines. It was a wine I just had to
buy after tasting it with Paul Jacqueson last December, great elegance and silky finesse.

COTE DE NUITS
*76

BOURGOGNE ‘Cuvee Noble’

2008

36.00

2008

58.00

2008

38.00

2008

49.00

2008

69.00

2002

95.00

2009

85.00

2009

64.00

Domaine Denis Mortet
A basic ‘Bourgogne A.C.’ but made by a fantastic producer from
Gevrey Chambertin offering a luscious wine with ripe berries and toasty
oak aromas.

*85

FIXIN “Champ Pennebaut”

1er Cru

Domaine Denis Mortet
Arnaud is a new star in Cote de Nuits. The domaine is fully bio-dynamic
and his wine has delicious fruit, concentration and real senseof terroir.
This wine combines grace and purity with richness.

*66

MARSANNAY ‘La Montagne’
Domaine Olivier Guyot
Lovely, ruby colour. Powerful nose, fruity aromas with the taste of raspberry &
black cherry. Strong well-structured with toasted overtones, long on the palate.

*126

MOREY-SAINT-DENIS

1er Cru

Domaine Forey
A young elegant wine situated between Chambolle-Musignyand Gevrey-Chambertin.
It has a deep colour and is very aromatic.Round and ripe on the palate with bright acidity

*92

VOSNE-ROMANEE
Emmanuel Rouget
A superb wine with a style identical to that of his uncle and teacher,the renowned
Henri Jayer. One of my favourite wines in 2008, beautiful fruit & elegance.

*93

VOSNE-ROMANEE ‘Aux Brulées’

1er Cru

Domaine Bruno Clavelier
A wine from 70 year old vines. The palate shows cherries and earth, light red fruits
and minerals with a dry finish. Nicely balanced with power, a touch rustic.

*123

CHAMBOLLE MUSIGNY ‘Les Fuees’

1er Cru

Domaine Olivier Guyot
A great organic grower, he still uses the horses in the vines to avoid the
compaction of the tractor. Understated aromas, flowers and fruit. This is
very interesting with impressively intense flavours that are long-lasting.

*102

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN “Ostrea”

Domaine Trapet
The Gevrey Chambertin Village is also very refined with a fragrant nose of sweet
berries. In the mouth it is very ripe, silky and nicely balanced with soft and smooth tannins.

*61

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN

1998

78.00

2003

155.00

Domaine Trapet
A nice surprise on the nose of focused black cherry aromas and assorted red
and black raspberries, supporting the fruit a touch of spice. Ideal for drinking now!

*89

CHAMBERTIN

Domaine Trapet
The King of French wines with an abundance of red
and black fruits from one of Gevrey Chambertin’s best growers

Grand Cru

Domaine Denis Mortet
" Mortet is a man of passion as well as perfectionism. Touring round his vineyard parcels shows quite plainly his commitment.
You feel he knows every single vine personally and the wines, full, generous, multi-dimensional, rich and expansive, have a lot
more to them than most. This is a splendid Domaine and the wines are getting better and better."
Clive Coates, MW, Cote D'Or
The wine world truly lost a master when, in January 2006, Denis tragically passed away. His son, Arnaud, had been working
alongside the master for a number of vintages to include the brilliant 2005’s. His passion and ability will guarantee the
Domaine for years to come.

*68
*68(d)
*68(a)
*68(b)
*84
*90

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Vielle Vignes’
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Vielle Vignes’
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Vielle Vignes’ ????????????????????
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Mes Cinq Terroirs’
GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘En Montrot’
NUITS ST-GEORGE

2006
2007
2005
2004
2003

77.00
79.00
84.00
75.00
86.00

2009

49.00

2009

66.00

2006

155.00

2004

135.00

Domaine Forey
The 2009 Nuits St. Georges is a powerful, focused wine. Clean saline notes frame the
dark fruit nicely on the focused finish. “This is a touch firmer than the Vosne, and
almost as impressive.” Robert Parker

*96

NUITS ST-GEORGE “St George”

1er Cru

Domaine Forey
One of the finest cru’s in Nuits St-Georges. Great concentration of
strawberry and black cherry flavours. Ripe and supple texture with a long finish.
More powerful than the Village.

*94

ECHEZEAUX
Grand Cru
Domaine Rouget
Fruit aromas run toward dark and black berries with deep violet and warm earth
nuances that leave rounded rich and notably sweet medium full flavors that are
supple and also attractively textured as they are firm but not hard and underpinned
by moderately ripe tannins.

*86

CLOS VOUGEOT

Grand Cru

Domaine Forey
From the famous walled vineyard, a seductive wine, nearly creamy on the palate!
Very ripe fruit with wonderful elegance and power.

THE BEAUJOLAIS REGION
Although officially and legally part of Burgundy, Beaujolais stands apart with its whole essence in youth lightness and fruity aromas,
which come from the Gamay Grape.

*130

BEAUJOLAIS VILLAGES “Domaine de la Chanaise”

2011

29.00

2009

30.00

2010

32.00

2010

32.00

2010

32.00

2011

32.00

Dominique Piron
From the leader of Beaujolais wines. Highly recommended by Parker for his
fruity vibrant wine - to be drunk young

*132

BEAUJOLAIS MORGON “Cote du Py”
Dominique Piron
Morgon is the most robust of the ten Beaujolais Cru wines and themost
exuberantly fruity, vibrant and vivacious Morgon of the appellation.

*133

FLEURIE
Dominique Piron
From the leader of Beaujolais wines. Highly recommendedby Parker for his
fruity vibrant wine - to be drunk young.

*127

BROUILLY
Dominique Piron
On our visit, it was one of my favorite wines. Beautiful balance with
fruit and elegance.

*127

MOULIN-A-VENT
Dominique Piron
XXXOn our visit, it was one of my favorite wines. Beautiful balance with
fruit and elegance.

*new

REGNIE
Dominique Piron
XXX

WHITE BORDEAUX
Bordeaux White is divided into two main regions, Graves and Sauternes. The White wines in Graves are
dry, but become soft and sweet in the Sauternes area.
Bin

*141

CHATEAU MOULIN DE LAUNAY

Vintage

Price €

Entre-deux-Mers

2011

28.00

Bordeaux

2011

29.00

2011

33.00

A fresh fruity wine made from the Sauvignon blancand Semillon
grapes, with clean refreshing balance.

*138

CHATEAU D’ARGADENS

A fresh fruity wine made from Sauvignon blancand a little Semillon grape. The palate

displays fine balance, the rich, rounded, aromatic extract combining citrus fruit freshness.

*141

CHATEAU LAFOND MENAUT

Pessac Leognan

Philibert Perrin, also owner of Château Carbonnieux, produces full, rich wines with good
structure. Oak-aged, this has plenty of fresh Sauvignon fruit and lovely depth to finish.

RED BORDEAUX
Although Bordeaux is best known for its “Grand Crus Classes” wines, which are universally recognizedas the most prestigious wines in
the world, its basic Red Bordeaux or “Petit Chateau” wines offerexcellent quality and value.

VINTAGE 2010
Parker rated the 2010 in Bordeaux along with 2009 and 2005’s . The greatest vintages he has ever tasted! They are wines that
will enjoy astonishing longevity.

*149

CHATEAU LA NEUVE - SAINT EMILION

St. Emilion

33.00

Ruby Bordeaux from the merlot grape a rich and intense nose of inky black fruit, followed by
a supple, generous palate underpinned by elegant tannins.

*145

CHATEAU LAFONT MENAUT

Pessac-Leognan

35.00

A real gem with the blackcurrant attack of Cabernet Sauvignon and the
softer, plumy back-up of Merlot – and that so distinctive smoky touch in
the background.

VINTAGE 2009
One of the great vintages in Bordeaux, deemed even to be better than the 2005’s. The only problem is the exorbitant prices
been asked for the wines en primeur.

*151

CHATEAU MOULIN DE MALLET

Bordeaux

28.00

Bordeaux

29.00

This 2009 vintage is a blend of 80% Merlot, 15% Cabernet Sauvignon
and 5%Cabernet Franc. It has a deep red color with a bouquet of red fruits.
It can be drunk young thanks to its supple fleshy structure.

*191

SIRIUS

Fermented and aged in oak in exactly the same way as the Grand Cru Classés
of Graves.Excellent balance, finesse and the complementary aromas of
the three Bordeaux grape varieties, Merlot, Cabernet Sauvignon and Cabernet Franc.

*184

SAINT EMILION ‘Maison Sichel’

St. Emilion

31.00

Haut Medoc

34.00

Pessac Leognan

32.00

Intense, near black garnet hue unveiling a superb aromatic
array of black fruits & red berries. Dense, vinous palate presenting
tannins wrapped in the smooth, creamy extract by the Merlot Grape.

*160

CALECHE DE LANESSAN
nd

Cru Bourgeois

The 2 wine of the famous Chateau Lanessan. Deliciously silky wine
with 50% Merlot grape, lovely fresh and fruity wine on the palate with
a touch of oak complexity.

*162

CHATEAU POUMEY
Under the same ownership as the famous Pape Clement. The wine ages
in new French oak and offers plum fruit, tobacco and typical earthiness. Blend of
60% Cabernet Sauvignon and 40% Merlot grape.

*New CHATEAU FERREAU BELAIR

Cotes de Bourg

30.00

Alain Faure of Château Ferreau Belair is passionate about the potential of the region
and works hard to keep yields down and increase concentration in his wines His 2009 is an elegant,
classically styled merlot with plenty of upfront fruit and just a hint of oak.

*New CHATEAU CRABITEY

Graves

34.00

Overall a cracking claret which far out punches its price tag . Packed full of blackcurrant
and plum fruit along with tobacco leaf, mocha and smokey oak palate .

*New LE BARON DE BRANE

Margaux

59.00

With an inviting perfume filled with wet earth, blackberries, black cherry, smoke, spice
and floral notes, this medium bodied Margaux is refined, supple and elegant with over 65%
Cabernet Sauvignon.

VINTAGE 2008
The Bordelais laboured under a rather wet and depressing summer sky, before once again the weather improved late in the
year, saving the harvest. Lots of outstanding wines made with real elegance.

*171

CHATEAU PERRON

Lalande de
Pomerol

37.00

St Emilion

39.00

Margaux

42.00

Lalande
de Pomerol

48.00

St Emilion

39.00

St. Estephe

62.00

Margaux

42.00

This wine from 50% Merlot Noir reinforces the image of a professional
whoseaim is to give his customers the best quality, value and price.

*New CHATEAU CARDINAL VILLEMAURINE Grand Cru
Created and vinified with passion this wine expresses all the finesse and elegance
of this exceptional terroir. A complex nose of spiced plums, with full-texture and
long, enduring savoury flavours.

*181

CHATEAU CHAVALIER DE LASCOMBE
A muscular heavy style wine that one would expect of a Margaux,
The second wine of the famous Chateau Lascombe. Made from
Cabernet Sauvignon and Merlot grapes.

*155

CHATEAU PERRON LA FLEUR
Dark hue, notes of liquorish and dark fruit. Lively fruit on the palate.
A wine of great elegance and length. Recently awarded 3 stars in
Decanter Magazine.

*New FILIA DE GRAND MAYNE
This is wonderfully accessible modern Claret, withraspberry cedar and vanilla
aromas and flavours play against each other on a supple harmonious palate.

*New CHATEAU LA DAME DE MONTROSE
A beautiful wine packed with fruit and a lovely minerality. The second wine
of the famous Cru Classe Chateau Montrose.

*New LA SIREAN DE GISCOURS

Made using the youngest vines, La Sirène de Giscours is the wine of very
rigorous selection. Like the Grand Vin, it offers wine lovers a charming youthfulness
and all the generosity of the terroir.

New

ECHO DE LYNCH BAGES

Pauillac

78.00

The Second Wine of Ch. Lynch Bages, Jean-Michel Cazes has brought new vigour to
this wine which was seriously impressive with a kick of sweet cassis fruit beautifully
cloaking the grippy but extremely ripe tannins.

*157

CHATEAU LYNCH BAGES

5eme Cru Classe

Pauillac

145.00

A sensational effort for the vintage, this textured, opulent, superb
Lynch Bages is already strutting its stuff and should easily last for 20 years.
Medium to full-bodied with an opaque dense purple colour.
Given 94 points by Robert Parker.

VINTAGE 2007
A difficult vintage, saved with a sunny August. Wines will drink sooner than recent vintages.

*158

CHATEAU D’ARGADENS
Recently purchased by Sichel, this property is well situated in
Entre-Deux-Mers. The excellent terroir makes robust and soft
fruitedwine with concentration and balance, one of the best
Bordeaux Superieur wines.

Bordeaux
Superieur

29.00

*165

CHATEAU MOULIN D’ANGLUDET

Margaux

37.00

Saint Julien

68.00

The second wine of D'Angludet, made with the same care
and attention with Margaux finesse and elegance. From younger vines,
can be enjoyed when young.

*new

CHATEAU LA CROIX DE BEAUCAILLOU

The delightful second label from Château Durcu-Beaucaillou, La Croix is a lovely
mix of Cabernet Sauvignon, Merlot and Cabernet Franc. While not as powerful as
the Grand Vin, it still possess all the elegance and breeding without the higher price tag.

*197

CHATEAU LANESSAN

Cru Bourgeois

Haut Medoc

38.00

An insider’s wine often of classified growth quality. The 2007 was
outstandingly dark in colour for the vintage with amazing aromas.

VINTAGE 2006
Due to unfortunate August weather the vintage is more variable but some wonderful wines to be found that offer earlier drinking
than the 2005.

NEW CHATEAU LES ORMES DE PEZ

St. Estephe

68.00

The estate is owned by Jean-Michel Cazes, also owner of the famous Château
Lynch-Bages in Pauillac. Indeed the barrels for ageing the wine are from Lynch-Bages, and
the wines are made by the same team. Rich fruit driven wines.

*NEW LA CHAPELLE DE POTENSAC

Medoc

34.00

This is a brilliant-value claret from the famous Delon family. It has a strong
following for its value for money.The finish is long and succulent, with smoky notes,
making it an excellent wine to accompany red meats or game.

*185

CHATEAU GLORIA

Saint-Julien

76.00

Saint-Julien

78.00

Licorice, blackberry and fresh cèpe on the nose. Full and velvety-textured,
with lots of fruit and a long, caressing finish. Pretty and rich.
One of best Gloria in years, 90Points with Parker.

*NEWCLOS DE MARQUIS

“One of Bordeaux’s top second wines, the Clos du Marquis exhibits crunchy, juicy,
red cherry with notions of herbs and spice box. Well-made, medium-bodied, elegant,
and reminiscent of its bigger sibling, it should age well for 10-15 years.” Robert Parker

*176

CHATEAU AROMES DE PAVIE

Grand Cru

Saint Emilion

69.00

Margaux

85.00

This second Wine is relatively new on the market and offers more than
a glimpse of the majesty of the Grand Vin Chateau Pavie for a fraction
of the price.Made from the younger vines of the estate, this smooth
and stylish wine is a blend of 70% Merlot and Cabernet Franc.

*170

ALTER EGO DE PALMER

Cru Classe

Produced from the same world-renowned vineyards as Palmer. It
retains all the character of Palmer’s unique terroir. Intense aromas
and concentration on the palate, all with elegance.

VINTAGE 2005
This is without doubt one of the great vintages in Bordeaux. Unfortunately the prices have been increased dramatically
especially in the top wines.

*153

BRIO DE CANTENAC BROWN

This is the 2nd wine of the famous Cantenac Brown in Margaux. Produced
mainly from Cabernet Sauvignon, it is an outstanding wine from a great
vintage, power and elegance all in one!

*New CHATEAU MARQUIS DE TERME Grand Cru Classe

Margaux

65.00

Margaux

65.00

From a vintage you could only dream of, this was one of the Award winners at the
2005 Decanter Médoc crus classés tasting. A dark, slightly meaty, macerated fruit feel
to the nose, with a background of vanilla. The palate gives real pleasure.

*new

CHATEAU D’ANGLUDET

Margaux

A wine that aims for power in its superrich fruit, its dense tannins and brooding presence. This
is certainly a departure in style for d’Angludet and recognized among the top wines
ever produced on the estate.

79.00

VINTAGE 2004
This looks like it could be a very good year producing good wine throughout the region. It was an abundant year and those who
thinned their crop will undoubtedly have achieved much better results.

*New BRIO DE CANTENAC BROWN
nd

Margaux

55.00

Margaux

68.00

Margaux

76.00

Pauillac

56.00

This is the 2 wine of the famous Cantenac Brown in Margaux. Produced
mainly from Cabernet Sauvignon, it is an outstanding win, to drink sooner than
the 2005 vintage,

*164

CHATEAU D’ANGLUDET
A powerful and tannic wine with lots of jammy black fruits. Well above its
Cru Bourgeois classification. Softer style than the more full bodied 2005 vintage.

*177

CHATEAU DU TERTRE
Rather youthful, nutty, toasted oak on the nose, with some dense, perfumed fruit.
Gentle, balanced palate, with sweet fruit and supple tannins.

*154

CHATEAU LYNCH MOUSSAS

A Chateau which is on the up and up! Dense fruit here and overtly toasty oak marks the
nose of this wine. On the palate there is a good grip and depth, with lots of firm
structure and an appealing depth of berry fruit

VINTAGE 2002
After a difficult start to 2002. It ended fantastically well, with an excellent September and wonderful ripe grapes.

*159

L’ESPRIT DE CHEVALIER
nd

This is the 2 wine of the famous Domaine de Chevalier.A rich ruby
coloured wine with aromas of tobacco, smoke anda little oak. Earthy style.

PessacLeognan

55.00

VINTAGE 2001
Overall the quality of 2001 is very good, less powerful than 2000, but more generous and rounder than 1999.

*169

LAGRANGE A POMEROL

Pomerol

59.00

Pessac-Leognan

85.00

St. Julien

156.00

St. Emilion

175.00

Pomerol

175.00

Pessac Leognan

54.00

Haut-Medoc

65.00

Dense colouring. Good ripe Merlot fruit, which are more robust & complex
than the 1997. Still well made with good fruit & lasting power.

*168

CHATEAU BAHANS HAUT-BRION
The second label of the famed Chateau Haut-Brion, first growth of
Bordeaux. One of the best second wines in Bordeaux. This wine
bursts with pure flavours of sweet and sour cherries, blackcurrant and smoke.

*196

CHATEAU DUCRU-BEAUCAILLOU

Grand Cru

Very big wine with a huge colour, smooth, tobacco fruit, fine intensity
of extraction with silky tannins, a wine with superb texture and great depth.

*161

LE PETIT CHEVAL

Grand Cru

The second label of the famous Cheval Blanc, among the ‘big 8’in Bordeaux.
Superb balance with the ability to be drunk young.

*214

CHATEAU TROTANOY

Grand Cru

One of the most amazing wines of Pomerol, often in the shadow of
Chateau Petrus. Anotherdense masculine wine from Moueix, the
winemaker of Petrus, in a classic vintage and wine.

VINTAGE 2000
Another excellent vintage. Lots of sunshine giving an abundance of fruit.

*162

CHATEAU POUMEY
Under the same ownership as the famous Pape Clement. The wine ages
in new French oak and offers plum fruit, tobacco and typical earthiness.

*207

CHATEAU POTENSAC

Cru Bourgeois

This Estate owned and run by J-H Delon from Leoville-Las-Cases has
regularly surpassed many classed growth for quality. Great complexity of

blackcurrant, vanilla and spices flavors with richness and concentration.

*209

LE BARON DE BRANE

Margaux

78.00

A deep red with violet hues has an intensely aromatic quality with a nose
dominated by red fruit aromas, and fresh notes of menthol, flowers and liquorice.

VINTAGE 1998
A wonderful dry summer, unfortunately hampered by a little rain during harvest. The overall vintage will be good rather than
great, but some great wines produced.

*154

CHATEAU LYNCH MOUSSAS

Pauillac

56.00

Pessac Leognan

68.00

Pessac-Leognon

95.00

St. Estephe

135.00

Pauillac

195.00

A gentle charming wine with sweet fruit. Very much the sort of ruby wine
that made Bordeaux’s reputation. Excellent for drinking now.

*188

CHATEAU DE FIEUZAL

Grand Cru Classe

A powerful tannic wine, intensely concentrated with a smoky,intense
blackberry fruit. Recently purchased by an Irish man Loughlin-Quinn.

*208

*204

CHATEAU BEHANS HAUT BRION

The 2nd wine of Haut Brion. Medium bodied with black fruit flavours
and cherry with a sweet mineral presence.

CHATEAU MONTROSE

Grand Cru Classe

A beautiful wine packed with fruit and a lovely minerality.
Drinkingvery well now.

*203

CHATEAU LYNCH-BAGES

5eme Cru Classe

Ranks among one of the top vintages ever made at the great
Lynch-Bages estate. It has got all the power, yet the elegance and
hugeconcentration of fruit.

VINTAGE 1997
A mixed vintage of soft ripe wines, attractive for early drinking. A good year, but not as good as 1996 and the wine are now at
their best and are fully-ready to drink.

*152

LAGRANGE A POMEROL

Pomerol

56.00

Pauillac

89.00

Fine, rich & spicy fruit aromas. Sweet ripe fruit, full, rich & rounded with
a long lingering finish.

*199

LES FORTS DE LATOUR
nd

The 2 wine of Latour is more often as goodas the classified growths
of Bordeaux. Rich and complex with a great bouquet.

VINTAGE 1995
An excellent year for both sides of the A mild winter and early spring was followed by a dry, hot summer. Quality is high
across all levels and appellations. The best wines are very ripe and display good concentration and structure.

*NEW CHATEAU LES ORMES DE PEZ

St. Estephe

78.00

The estate is owned by Jean-Michel Cazes, also owner of the famous Château Lynch-Bages
in Pauillac .A complex nose of spicy black fruit, pencil lead and black truffle. On the palate a dark
fruit with a lovely integration of tannin and wood. Fully mature and drinking well now.

VINTAGE 1993
Unfortunately the grapes were picked during the September rains, however, some very attractive wines were made by the best
growers who avoided rot.

*148

CHATEAU SOCIANDO MALLET

Cru Bourgeois

This wine equals many classified growths. It has a surging reputation
especially in different vintages for its ruby black,full-bodied wines.
Still drinking very well.

Haut Medoc

75.00

RHONE VALLEY

The Rhone Valley’s 140 mile stretch supports some of the rarest and most famous wines in the wine- drinking world. Most of the
Rhone produces full, tannic and generous red wines. The white wines are rich, strong and fine-flavoured.

WHITE
*231 CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes”

2011

52.00

2004

75.00

2010

35.00

2008

47.00

Paul Avril
A very good year for white Chateauneuf. Well rounded fruity yet elegant
with perfume of honey and grilled almonds.

*233

CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes”

Paul Avril
‘Clos des Papes’ has probably the best ageing potential of all white Chateauneuf.
It is just developing rich, mellow lime and boiled fruit notes on the palate, with spice and some
hints ofcoffee astoundingly on the nose. It is a rich, daring and intriguing wine.

*249

ST. JOSEPH “Lyseras”
Yves Cuilleron
These wines are also produced by Yves. A wonderful full yetrefreshing wine with
apricot & pear aromas from the Marsanne grape.

*234

CONDRIEU “La Petite Cote”

Yves Cuilleron
An excellent, richly fragrant & complex Viognier with honey suckle & orange marmalade
undertones.Described by Parker as one of the most brilliant white Winemaker’s in the Northern Rhone.

RED
*254 CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes”

2008 69.00

Paul Avril
Another fantastic year for Vincent & his team although yields were very low. It exhibits
a deep ruby colour aswell as abundant black cherry fruit intermixed with notions of licorice,
herbs, earth, medium body and good purity, depth and ripeness.

*248

CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes”

2003

78.00

Paul Avril
After a few years ageing, this Chateauneuf-du Pape delivers unique flavours of dried
fig and leather with terrific concentration and elegant finish. Nominated among the top
10 wines of the world in “Wine Spectator”. Ideal for drinking now but needs decanting.

*271

SYRAH ‘Signé’

2009

29.00

Yves Cuilleron
A flattering nose of red berry fruit and flowers. Rounded and delicateon the palate
with silky tannins. Made with 90% Syrah and 10% Viognier, similar blend to the Cote Rotie.

*261

CROZE HERMITAGE

2010

32.00

2010

35.00

2009

48.00

Pierre Gaillard
A deep purple-coloured wine made from over 90% Syrah blended with some Viognier.
Elegant and yet quite powerful with gorgeous blackberry and floral flavours.

*255

ST. JOSEPH “Amarybelle »
Yves Cuilleron
A dark intensive colour with strong aromas of ripe red fruits & spices from
the Syrah grape.

*265

ST. JOSEPH “Les Serines”

Yves Cuilleron
Les Serines is Yves’ top St Joseph, from 40 plus year old vines.This is a robust,finely structured
wine, with firm mineral acidity cutting through the graniticblocks of black fruit, and a very pure finish

*266

CORNAS

2006

59.00

Pierre Gaillard
A very powerful wine from 100% Syrah Grape. The vines date from 1911. A wonderful
wine with great aging potential aged 18 months in Oak, needs decanting to open up the flavours.

*256

COTE ROTIE
Pierre Gaillard
A deep purple-coloured wine made from over 90% Syrah blended with some Viognier.
Elegant and powerful with gorgeous blackberry and floral flavours.

2008

65.00

LANGUEDOC – ROUSSILLON - PROVENCE
Among all the French viticultural regions, none has made more progress in recent years than this sun-drenched region. It now
presents delicious red & white wines which offer real value.

WHITE
Bin

*402

COTES DE PROVENCE L’Instant

Vintage

Price €

2009

28.00

2010

32.00

2008

33.00

2005

33.00

2007

42.00

Domaine Barbanau
Deliciously fruity and refreshing dry white from a vineyard planted at high altitude
near Marseille. Made from the characterful Vermentino grape variety.

*320

PICPOUL DE PINET
Domaine Felines-Jourdan
Picpoul is an old fashioned southern grape which deserves a comeback.
A fascinating fresh dry wine which tastes of lemon & pears.

*238

COLLIOURE ‘Tremadoc’
Domaine Madeloc
The nose is full of Acacia flower flavours evolving into honey aromas. This fresh and
lively wine is round in the mouth and ends with beautiful oaky flavours.

*334

COTES DU ROUSSILLON ‘Le Ciste’
Domaine Laguerre
An intriguing blend of Marsanne, Roussanne and Grenache Blanc.
Fully organic, nicely aged with honey intensity yet dry on the palate.

*317

COTES DU ROUSSILLON BLANC

Domaine Gauby
An outstanding white from the local Muscat and Maccabeu grapes. Received great
praise from Janice Robinson and over 90 points from Robert Parker. Outstanding white!

RED
*322

COLLIOURE “Cuvee Serral”

2009

32.00

Domaine Madeloc
Dark Colour with intense aromas of red berries, liquorice & vanilla. The ripened Grenache
offers fig notes on the finish and the Mourvedre coasts the wine with pleasant smoky notes.

*321

FAUGERES ‘Transhumance’

2009

35.00

Domaine Cottebrune
A lovely nose of very ripe, smoky Grenache fruit, with notes of raspberry, black cherry,
rosemary and black pepper. Full bodied and very masculine on the palate, with plenty of ripe,
meaty tannins and firm acidity behind the black cherry fruit.

344

CORBIERES “Cru Signe”

2009

33.00

2009

42.00

Domaine Montmija
An organic wine blended by one of Bordeaux top winemakers Jean Vialade.
A blend of 50% syrah, with Grenache and Carignan, showing real elegance and style.

*306

COTES DU ROUSSILLON VILLAGE

Domaine Gauby
A very dense, opaque youthful wine. Vibrant nose, heady and perfumed,
rich with thyme, crisp berry fruit and cherries. One of the regions outstanding producers!

*328

LA SOULA

2003

52.00

2002

54.00

2000

68.00

Gerard Gauby
From one of the top winegrowers in the Roussillon. It is produced organically and
offers a sumptuous ripe fruit flavour. Very rich yet with soft tannins.


*323

ROC D’ANGLADE
Remy Pedrono and Rene Rostaing
A wonderful wine fromthe Gard, big red with animal nose. Very rich yet with soft
tannins, so much so, that eventhe Burgundian winemakers who I served recently
thought it was a top 1er Cru from the Cote d'Or. Very small production.

*338

DOMAINE DE TRAVELLON
Eloi Dürrbach
This is undoubtedly one of the top wines of Provence, very full bodied
with a high percentage of cabernet sauvignon.

LOIRE
Truly the garden of France, from Blais to St. Nazaire. These wines are famous for their rightness and dryness of character.

WHITE
Bin

*218

MUSCADET SEVRE ET MAINE SUR LIE

Vintage

Price €

2010

30.00

2010

36.00

2010

48.00

2011

49.00

Domaine du Haute Fevrie
Fresh, crisp and dry, with refreshing lemony acidityand attractive apple fruits.
Ideal with seafood.

*211

POUILLY-FUME
Domaine Seguin
A powerful fruity Sauvignon Blanc nose is followed through with a zingy and intense
fruit on the palate which finishes well.

215

POUILLY-FUME
Henri Bourgeois
A stunning Sauvignon blanc made from old vines in Chavignol.
It is packed with flavour of citrus and fresh cut grass. Fuller and more elegant
style than the Seguin wine.

216

SANCERRE “Les Baronnes”
Henri Bourgeois
A highly rated producer, voted best Sancerre of the vintage by Wine
Spectator. It is long, rich and filled with lemon, grapefruit and gooseberry.

ALSACE
Alsace wines are dry and full flavoured, easy to distinguish from other French wines because of theirdistinctive perfumed bouquet.
The specific aromatic nature of these wines depends on the grape variety.

*223

PINOT d’OX

2007

29.00

2008

31.00

2007

32.00

2002

36.00

Domaine Trapet
A wonderful organic fresh & fruity wine from a rare grape Pinot Auxerrois, very similar
to Pinot Gris (or Grigio in Italy). Grown organically on a gentle slope with very small yields.


*219

RIESLING Beblenheim
Domaine Trapet
Riesling is the most successful grape variety in Alsace. This dry Riesling
is minerally citrusy and full of ripe green fruits. A very well balanced and
refined wine which is very versatile with food.

*220

GEWURZTRAMINER Beblenheim
Domaine Trapet
The perfect wine of Alsace, round unctuous with lovely balanced acidity and exotic
flavours.It is a very good match with smoked or spicy style dishes.


*222

PINOT GRIS (Tokay)

Grand Cru

Rolly Gassmann
The Gassmanns most successful vintage of the decade thus far for classic style
wines. Exotic and sweet palate.

JURA
One of France’s lesser known regions that produce unique wines like no-where else on earth.
*371

CHATEAU CHALON VIN JAUNE
Berthet Bondet
Wholly original, a strong white “yellow wine” from Sauvignon grape. Aged for a
minimum six years in cast where it undergoes a transformation similar to sherry.
Powerful, dry with super walnut aromas.

1997

75.00
(62cl)

ITALY
Italy has undergone a renaissance in wine-making since the mid 80’s, it stands unrivalled as wines of diversity and value. This is the
third year we directly imported Individual Estate Wines from Italy, the fun and challenge was to pick the gems of Italy’s ecological
treasure chest.

WHITE
Bin

342

PINOT GRIGIO - DELLA VENEZIE

Vintage

Price €

2011

29.00

Tuscany

2007

30.00

Piedmont

2008

35.00

Veneto

2009

32.00

2009

42.00

2004

65.00

Piedmont

2007

36.00

Piedmont

2001

58.00

Piedmont

2006

75.00

1999

70.00

Veneto

Zenato
A top Pinot Grigio, riper, rounder and with more character, but still retains
the crisp refreshing finish.

RED
*340

CHIANTI ‘Podere IL Chiostrino’
Virio Parigi
This wine cries out to be drunk with its straight forward
fruit and Tuscan charm. Made from Sanviovese grape without oak
to keep the fruit and freshness.

*349

BARBERA D’ALBA
Cascina Luisin
Cascina Luisin is one of the oldest domains in Barbaresco, founded
in 1913 by Luigi Minuto. A delicious young wine. Full but soft, fresh
and fruity.

347

VALPOLICELLA Superiore

Zenato
A blend or Corvina, Rondinella and Sangiovese, giving a very ripe red cherry
fruit, a real smasher!

348

CHIANTI CLASSICO

Tuscany

Castello Della Paneretto
The wines of Paneretta are beautifully focused, balanced and concentrated with
90% Sangiovese with 10% Canaiolo. Sweet bright cherry fruit nose
with some fresh spiciness

352

CA ‘MARCANDA PROMIS

Tuscany

Angelo Gaja
The Ca’Marcanda Promis consists of 55% Merlot, 35% Syrah and 10% Sangiovese.
Very textured and balanced with lots of ripe, dark fruit, it is clearly the product of
Italy’s most talented winemaker.

*341

LA SPANNA
Antonio Vallana
Vallana creates Spanna with an extraordinary life span, from the local
namefor the Nebbiolo grape variety “Spanna”. Described as intense,
“traditionally-made wines that ooze with character." by Robert Parker.

*346

BARBARESCO “SORI”
Cascina Luisin
40 year old vines, planted on south-facing slopes of sand. This is a
traditional housemaking wines which seduce by their purity,
minerality and elegance.

*350

BAROLO “La Serra”

Marcarini
The‘King of Italian wine’ and the most sought after with its great
intensity and elegance. This Barolo here is traditional styled with no new oak.

*351

ANFITEATRO ACUTI – SUPER TUSCAN

Tuscany

Riccardo Acuti
One of the top Super Tuscans. Mr. Acuti uses the traditional vinification
which adds freshness and colour. Sangiovese grape and new oak are used.
Idealfor drinking now.

AUSTRALIA
WHITE
Bin

252

CHARDONNAY - Margaret River

Vintage

Price €

2003

75.00

2009

48.00

2004

65.00

Leeuwin Estate
From a historic family-run company, this special reserve is one of their top
wines from the Hardy collection. A powerful wine with honeyed complexity.

RED
257

CABERNET SHIRAZ Penfolds Bin 389
One of Penfolds classics. The barrels used for ageing Bin 389 were used to
age the Grange the previous year. Great depth of colour, rich and powerful.

258

CABERNET SAUVIGNON - Art Series
Leeuwin Estate, Margaret River
Rated among the top Australian wines. Intense rich style with blackberry fruit and
minty nose, great depth and length.

NEW ZEALAND
WHITE
368

SAUVIGNON BLANC, Huia Estate

2012
37.00Mike & Clare Allan

This stunning Sauvignon is made from selected sites high up in the Wairau Valley. The cooler
micro-climate intensifies a citruscrispness with fresh passion fruit and melon on the palate.

RED
369

PINOT NOIR, Huia Estate,

2011

46.00

Mike & Clare Allan
This wine stands out as one of the great value New Zealand Pinots. Youthful but
intense with layersof plum and cherry rounded out with spicy notes.

GERMANY

German wines provide fascinating comparison, to be enjoyed by experiencing the subtle changes thatlocation, sunshine and soil
combine to produce.

WHITE
262

RIESLING SPATLESE TROCKEN

2008

39.00

2009

34.00

Weingut Schumacher
This dry Riesling is quite full and ripe, similar in style to a Grand Cru
Riesling from the Alsace.

263

RIESLING KABINETT TROCKEN
Weingut Schumacher
A dry Riesling from Pfalz region in Germany. This has classic notes of citrus
and green apple. An excellent candidate for aging.

ARGENTINA

These wines were selected from the famous Arizu family, originally from Spain. The vines were first planted in 1901, the third and
fourth generation are currently in charge.

RED
370

MALBEC RESERVE
Luigi Bosca
A classic Malbec wine, meaty and plump, ideal with a good steak. The high altitude
of the vineyards, over 700m, enables the wine to still maintain a wonderful purity of fruit.

2010

35.00

SOUTH AFRICA

These wines have been selected with the assistance of Master of Wines Richard Kelley who is also regular contributor to the famous
John Platter SA Wine Guide.

WHITE
Bin

360

SAUVIGNON BLANC

Vintage

Price €

2012

36.00

2007

36.00

2007

42.00

Iona Estate
Fragrance of pure white grapefruit, intense tropical fruit, ripe gooseberry and fleshy kiwi
fruit over-lay Iona's distinctive herbal and floral undertones.

RED
*358

TMV THE RAPTOR POST
Tulbagh
An organic wine from the Tulbagh Region to the north of the Cape winegrowing regions.
Made from low yielding vines it is powerful & concentrated with firm tannins.

*362

ROULETTE ROUGE
Lammershoek
A fantastic “southern Rhone” style wine from a blend of Syrah, Grenache and
Carignan. Lots of ripe black fruit, black pepper and spicy oak aromas.

SPAIN

Spain has more land under vines than any other country in Europe. With recent changes in vinification methods the Spanish have
made vast strides in improving the quality of the wines.

WHITE
276

RUEDA VERDEJO

2011

32.00

2007

34.00

2007

49.00

2005

69.00

Bodega Val De Vid
A forward, fruity wine, with aromas of Peaches and Lychees.
Made by a brilliant young wine maker from the Rueda region
in the North of Spain.

RED
277

BERONIA RESERVA
Bodegas Beronia
Smooth and gentle to the palate, with shades of ripened fruits
combined with dark-roasts, spices and liquor.

279

CONDADO DE HAZA
Alejandro Fernandez
Made from young vines, very big and rich, although
lighter than his Reserva. Pesquera’s newest vineyard.

278

PESQUERA RESERVA
Alejandro Fernandez
This wine was brought instant fame when Parker described it as
the “Petrus of Spain”. Very big, rich and ripe, overlaid with new oak.

DESSERT WINES
Bin

*267

ROUSSILLIERE VDP

Vintage

Price €

(50cl)

2009

26.00

Roussillon

(50cl)

1928

36.00

Rhone

(50cl)

2009

(50cl)

2007

29.00

1995

75.00

1994

89.00

2006

36.00

1969
1969

90.00
50.00

1962

110.00

1999

175.00

Rhone

Yves Cuilleron
A beautiful sweet dessert wine with a highly complex array of aromas: apricots, quinces,
candied citrusand exotic-fruit peel and a hint of honey. Good sweet/fresh balance.

*324

VIN DE MAURY “Solera 1928”
A rich fortified wine. The French equivalent of L.B.V.
port. Ideal with chocolate desserts and cheese.

*226

GRAPILLAGE
39.00Pierre Gaillard

A very unusual dessert wine from Roussanene and Vigonier vines, made from late
picked grapes which have been attacked by ‘Noble Rot’ similar to Sauterne, very
rich & aromatic.

*250

BANYULS ‘Cirera’

Roussillon

Pierre Gaillard
France’s answer to port, rich with tons of dried fruit, spice and vanilla aromas.
One of the great matches with dark chocolate.

*343

MUSCAT DE RIVESALTES

Languedoc

Chateau de Las Collas
Wonderful golden coloured dessert wine from the Muscat grape.
Packed with ripe orange and exotic fruit flavours.

*49

MACON “Bongran Cuvee Botrytis”

Burgundy

(½bt)

Jean Thevenet
An impressive dessert wine made from Chardonnay grapeswith depth and
huge fruit intensity of dried figs and peach.This wine is only made when
exceptional conditions permit.

*137

CHATEAU CHARTEREUSE- SAUTERNES

1er Cru Classe

This is full rich and honeyed with impressive depth, concentration
and structure. The 2006 vintage was very elegant in Sauternes bringing
real balance and harmony.

300

VOUVRAY ‘Le Mont’

Demi-Sec

Loire

Gaston Huet
Polishedand youthful appearance. Lovely delicate and complex nose. Still youthful
palate, with a lovely grip and texture on entry. Crisp and fresh acidity. Great finish.

299

VOUVRAY ‘Le Haut Lieu’

Demi-Sec

(½bt)

Loire

Gaston Huet
Explosive on entry, it is clean, pure, very fresh and barely evolved. There is
great, racy acidity and a delicate honeycomb character with a very long mineral finish.

*190

CHATEAU D’YQUEM

Sauternes

(½bt)

Château Yquem 1999: The only Château classified 1er cru in the Sauterne shire.
Yquem is before all a family story for four centuries. With its unique taste,
the wonderful wine is now legendary. The Chateau Yquem 1999 is exceptional.

VINTAGE PORT

Should you wish for a bottle of Port, you can keep it throughout your stay, we will decant it for you.

CASAL DOS JORDOES Late Bottle VintageDo BY Glass here also
CASAL DOS JORDOES Fine Ruby
Fine Tawny

2004
46.00
NV
36.00CASAL DOS JORDOES
NV
39.00

BIG BOTTLES
We have a great choice of Magnums, Double Magnums, Jeroboams and Imperials. They are ideal for a Large party or that special
occasion! I would appreciate if you could order these wines a few hours beforehand as they are kept in our Main Cellar which you can
view in La Marine.

MAGNUMS (2 BTS)
WHITE
*303

CHABLIS “MONTEE DE TONNERRE”

1er Cru

Burgundy

2008

75.00

Burgundy

2008

77.00

Burgundy

2003

78.00

Rhone

2007

47.00

Bordeaux

2006

54.00

Burgundy

2007

66.00

Rhone

2007

155.00

Burgundy

2003

170.00

Rhone

2007

95.00

Bordeaux

2008

130.00

Bordeaux

2005

130.00

Burgundy

2009

235.00

Rhone

2008

265.00

Bordeaux

1999

590.00

Bordeaux

1988

460.00

Bordeaux

1997

550.00

Louis Michel

*295

POUILLY FUISSE “Les Crays”
Andre Forest

*285

MACON CLESSE “Domaine de la Bongran”
Jean Thevenet

RED
*280

COTES-DU-RHONE VILLAGE
Vignerons de Chusclan

*302

CHATEAU D’ARGADENS
Bordeaux Superier

*286

MARSANNAY “La Favieres”
Olivier Guyot

*281

CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes”
Paul Avril

*283

POMMARD “Clos Des Epeneaux”

1er Cru

Comte Armand

DOUBLE MAGNUMS (4 BTS)
*288

COTES-DU-RHONE VILLAGE
Vignerons de Chusclan

*288

CHATEAU D’ARGADENS
Sichel

*308

HAUT SAINT PEY
Bordeaux Superier

*292

GEVREY-CHAMBERTIN ‘Les Champs’

Grand Cru

Olivier Guyot

*284

CHATEAUNEUF DU PAPE “Clos des Papes”
Paul Avril

*305

COS D’ESTOURNEL

Cru Classe

Saint Estephe

JEROBOAMS (6 BTS)
*291

CHATEAU BEAUSEJOUR BECOT
Saint Emilion – Grand Cru

IMPERIALS (8 BTS)
*311

CHATEAU HAUT BATAILLEY
Pauillac

5eme

Cru Classe

HALF BOTTLE SELECTION
Bin

Vintage

Price €

N.V.

38.00

2011

13.00

2011
2010

13.00
18.00

2010
2008
2010
2010
2009
2010
2008
2010
2009
2009
2009

13.00
24.00
18.00
16.00
18.00
17.00
18.00
18.00
19.00
29.00
25.00

2010
2007
2010

12.00
35.00
18.00

2009
2010
2008

18.00
17.00
24.00

2008
2009
2009
2009
2008

15.00
19.00
25.00
20.00
23.00

CHAMPAGNE
263

MÖET & CHANDON - Brut Imperial

ROSE
*9

COTES-DU-RHONE -Les Vignerons de Chusclan

WHITE WINES
Rhone Valley
*2
*253

COTES-DU-RHONE - Les Vignerons de Chusclan
ST. JOSEPH “Lyseras” –Yves Cuilleron

Burgundy White
*4
*12
*73
*74
*54
*59
*78
*32
*82
*36
*52

MACON VILLAGE -Vielles Vignes
AUXEY DURESSES–Pierre Morey
RULLY ‘La Pucelle’ -Domaine Jacqueson
MONTAGNY ‘Chateau de la Saule’ 1er Cru - Alain Roy
PERNAND-VERGELESSES ‘Les Combottes’- Domaine Germain
ST. ROMAIN - Alain Gras
MACON ‘Vire’ -Jean Thevenet
CHABLIS -Louis Michel
POUILLY FUISSE “Les Crays” –Eric Forest
PULIGNY-MONTRACHET- Louis Carillon
CHASSAGNE MONTRACHET - Domaine Ramonet

RED WINES
Rhone Valley
*6
*247
*251

COTES DU RHONE -Les Vignerons de Chusclan
CHATEAUNEUF-DU-PAPE “Clos des Papes” – Paul Avril
SAINT JOSEPH “Amarybelle” – Yves Cuilleron

Burgundy Red
*113
*125
*118

CHATEAU DE MONTHELIE -Eric de Suremain
RULLY “Les Cloux” – Pierre Jacqueson
VOSNE ROMANEE - Domaine Forey

Bordeaux Red
*189 SIRIUS - Bordeaux
* New CHATEAU DEVISE D'ARDILLEY –HAUT MEDOC
* New CHATEAU GLANA - ST JULIEN
* New CHATEAU ROBIN - LUSSAC ST EMILION
* NEW RESERVE D'ANGLUDET-MARGAUX

♦♦♦♦♦♦

